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March Fun Facts & Events
1. March Birthstones: Aquamarine and Bloodstone
2. Zodiac Signs: Pisces - 02/19 - 03/20,
Aries - 03/21 - 04/19
3. March Flower of the month:  Daffodil
4. Fruits for the month of March: Pineapples & Mangoes
5. Veggies for the month of March: Broccoli & Lettuce
6. March 17 - St. Patrick’s Day is observed
7. March 20 - First Day of Spring, also Int’l Earth Day
8. March is Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month
9. March is International Hamburger & Pickle Month
10. In March of 1886, Coca Cola was invented

ESCROW CORNER
WIRE TRANSFER FRAUD

Mobile

TRID Calendar
Another new product developed by Chicago Title for the
convenience in determining earliest consummation date.
Simply go to www.ctic.com/cfpb/calendar.htm on any
of your mobile devices and be sure to save the link onto
your home screen. So next time when the question “Will
the timing changes impact the closing date of my real
estate transaction?” comes up, simply get the results
from our mobile TRID Calendar! Try it now!

Wire transfer instructions are emailed to the buyer. The
buyer complies with the instructions to the letter. The
next day, escrow contacts the buyer asking if the money
has been sent yet. The buyer checks with his bank and is
assured that the funds have been transferred out. When
the money has still not shown up, everyone begins to
retrace steps. As it turns out, the wiring instruction was
bogus.
read more
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Be aware, also, that this particular scheme is only one of
many forms of online fraud being perpetrated against
real estate licensees and their clients. In protecting all
parties to a real estate transaction from cybercrime,
here are some advises for you and your clients to protect
yourselves from becoming a victim to wire fraud:
The email came from an address that looked very much
like that of the escrow or title company, but it was not
actually theirs.
And the recipient bank account? It was real; it just wasn’t
the correct one. And, yes, it has been emptied out by now.

The scheme has been perpetrated by hackers, and it
has been going on around the country for a while now.
Chicago Title put out an alert that described the steps
involved. We summarize them here:
First, hackers identify the email accounts of real estate
agents and brokers. Then they hack directly into the
accounts “and identify emails referencing pending real
estate deals. From these strings of emails, the hackers
pull out specific details about the deal, such as: (a)
the parties/ names, (b) the title company involved, (c)
the escrow officer in charge of the deal, and (d) other
information specific to the transaction.”
Next, they send fraudulent email “directly to the buyer
or lender, making it look like it was sent by the real
estate agent, mortgage broker, or escrow agent. These
fraudulent emails now direct the buyer and/or lender to
wire the funds necessary to close escrow directly to a
different bank account than provided in the preliminary
report or in the escrow instructions. Obviously, this new
bank account is controlled by the hacker, not the title
company or the escrow holder.”
Then, if the buyer, or the lender, does not detect
the fraud, the money is wired to the bogus account
controlled by the hacker and is immediately withdrawn.
Due to the amounts involved and the complex nature
of investigating and prosecuting wire fraud, the odds
are that the authorities will do nothing to help in these
instances.
For the most part, prevention recommendations tend to
focus on the non-secure nature of most email accounts.
It’s a fair bet that most real estate agents do not have
secure accounts and they can be easily hacked. But, in a
world where Target, Sony, and the Defense Department
get hacked, it is not plausible to think that most agents,
escrow companies, and clients are ever going to enjoy
a very high level of security.

1. NEVER send any sensitive financial information via
e-mail without ENCRYPTING it.
2. Prior to wiring any funds, you should contact the
intended recipient via a verified telephone number and
confirm that the wiring information is accurate. Do
not rely on telephone numbers or Web site addresses
provided within an unverified e-mail.
3. Clean out your e-mail account on a regular basis.
Your e-mails may establish patterns in your business
practice over time that hackers can use against you.
4. Change your user names and passwords on a regular
basis.
5. Never click on any links in an unverified email.   In
addition to leading you to fake websites, these links
can contain viruses and other malicious spyware that
can make your computer – and your transactions –
vulnerable to attack.
6. Never conduct business over unsecured public wifi
such as those available at your local coffee shops and
hotels.
7. Trust your instincts. Tell clients that if an e-mail or
a telephone call ever seems suspicious or “off,” that
they should refrain from taking any action until the
communication has been independently verified as
legitimate.
8. Make sure to implement the most up-to-date antivirus software installed on your computers.
9. Provide a copy of this article to everyone on the
transactions.
10. Insist all parties on the transaction to have security
measures in place.
For additional steps on how you can protect yourself
and your clients, click here to download “Steps you
can take to avoid being a target of wire fraud scams.”
We also recommend visiting this website for useful
information: www.onguardonline.gov and if you are
looking for solutions to send encrypted emails click
here for more information.

